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Introduction
It was pleasing to see a good standard of responses from many candidates in this
examination series. Indeed, many candidates wrote with understanding and insight about
the key themes.
The paper requires candidates to answer two questions in 80 minutes. Examiners
commented on the fact that many candidates this series had clearly used their time to
very good effect. Although some responses were quite brief, there was little evidence of
candidates having insufficient time to answer both questions.
There was a wide range of responses across the mark range, but the paper appears to have
worked in the sense that the most able were stretched whilst the less talented were still
able to attempt answers to both parts of the examination.
In part A, most candidates were able to use the language of cross-referencing, but a
significant number often matched statements that showed a comparison for agree or
disagree and did not explain or draw out the inferences that are necessary to develop a
cross-reference. In part B, it was again disappointing to note that a significant minority of
candidates relied very heavily on the material in the sources, which was not always securely
understood. Centres are reminded that candidates are expected to have a reasonable range
and depth of knowledge that can be applied to the part B questions. Despite comments
in previous examiners’ reports, many candidates continue to comment on provenance in
their responses to part B. Such comments are often very generic e.g. "the historian can
be trusted because they have the benefit of hindsight" or "they cannot be trusted because
they were not an eye witness to the event". In any event, such comments, even if well
developed, generally do not contribute to AO2b, which is what is being tested in question B.
Candidates would do well to develop their arguments in relation to the question, rather than
to write whole paragraphs on provenance which can earn no credit under AO2b.
Candidates should take care that they can spell technical words correctly, especially
when those words form part of the question or the sources. Some candidates over-used
words such as ‘inference’ and did not demonstrate a secure understanding of its meaning.
However, overall, the language used by candidates seemed to contain fewer colloquialisms
and abbreviations this year than in previous examinations.
The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the next section.
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Question 1 (a)
Many candidates addressed the question directly and were able to use the sources to find
evidence that both supported and opposed the claim that Arthur Scargill was responsible
for the failure of the miners’ strike, mostly through highlighting Scargill’s tactics compared
to those of the police and taking into consideration the limited support from some miners.  
The best answers cross-referenced the sources convincingly and used the provenance
skilfully to weigh the sources and reach a judgement in relation to the question. Some
candidates struggled with the cartoon, completely missing the point that Scargill’s sledge
hammer was destroying the mines, and this did have a negative impact on their answer as
a whole. Good responses used the provenance of sources to reach a weighted judgement
but many candidates provided generic statements about left and right wing and the impact
of hindsight which added little to the analysis.
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Examiner Comments

This is a secure level 4 response. The sources are cross-referenced
and the candidate considers the weight and value of the sources.
There is good analysis of the provenance of source 1 with comments
on the expectations and the actual views given in the source which is
used to reach a judgement.
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Question 1 (b) (i)
This question drew many responses. The question was well understood and most
candidates were able to consider the extent to which the British public enjoyed
unprecedented prosperity in the 1950s, considering a range of positive aspects including
low unemployment and indirect taxes as well as the ability to afford consumer durables
which resulted a general rise in the standard of living.      Many candidates also made
good use of sources 4 and 5 to draw out a counter argument that pensioners and larger
families saw their living standards decline.   The stronger candidates used the sources with
sophistication to introduce their knowledge. In many answers, however, knowledge was
either insufficiently developed or lacked focus on the question, with lengthy development
of the origins of the welfare state in the 1940s.   At the lower end, candidates still feel the
need to separate the two assessment objectives. It remains disappointing that so many
candidates still spend time discussing the provenance of the secondary sources. There are
no marks awarded to this type of source evaluation in A02b and candidates should avoid
spending time on this aspect.
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Examiner Comments

This response achieved level 4 for A01. There is a good range of knowledge that is securely
integrated with the source material and develops it successfully to address the question.
The use of sources is effective with reasoning developed and clear awareness of the
representations in the sources. There is a slight imbalance between sources and knowledge
and the conclusion is driven mostly by knowledge. This was awarded level 3 for A02b.
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Question 1 (b) (ii)
This question was also popular.
The sources were used by most to structure a response concerning the success or otherwise
of Wilson’s government and there were some really excellent answers commenting on
the economic failures of the time (including trade union reform) and contrasting this with
the government’s social advances. Most level 3 responses displayed strong analysis and
blending of ideas/sources/own knowledge. However, many weaker candidates fell back on
describing the content of the sources having little developed knowledge on the period and a
number of candidates wandered from the question to describe the later Heath and Thatcher
governments.
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Examiner Comments

This is a secure level 3 response for both assessment objectives. The candidate
is clearly aware of the different representations in the sources and uses them
to develop lines of reasoning. There is an imbalance in the development of own
knowledge with some detail on economic failures but much less development of
social successes. The organisation is weak with an extended conclusion as the
candidate introduces new ideas but there is a real attempt to answer the question.
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Question 2 (a)
Most candidates addressed the question directly and were able to use the sources to
find evidence to support the view that the mass media were responsible for changing
attitudes to the monarchy, and to counter the claim by exploring the role played by
the royals themselves in using the media for their own purpose; such responses drew
sensible inferences that this impacted on attitudes to royalty.    Some responses show
that candidates had struggled to understand the sources and fell back on describing their
content.   The best responses developed effective cross-references from the sources and
their provenance to reach considered judgments.
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Examiner Comments

This response is a borderline level 3/level 4. The candidate has
developed some useful cross-references and drawn good inferences
as well as making some sensible comments on provenance.
However, there is limited weighing of the sources and this prevents it
from moving securely into the higher level.
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Question 2 (a) (i)
This was the more popular option in part b. Candidates clearly understood the question and
were able to use sources and own knowledge to explore the extent to which the mass media
either challenged or promoted the traditional roles of women in society. The best responses
skilfully integrated sources with well selected own knowledge to examine the issue. There
were, in many answers, sound examples of change and continuity cited. The best answers
were able to make distinctions between portrayals of women in the media from the 50's up
to the present and others argued convincingly that social and legislative change was just
as important as the media. Weaker responses had little to add beyond the content of the
sources and some were unsure of the ambiguities in source 14.
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Examiner Comments

This response achieves level 4 for both assessment objectives. The candidate
has skilfully integrated sources and knowledge to discuss the view in the
question. The knowledge is precise and wide ranging, and is used to develop
ideas presented in the sources. There is sustained analysis throughout. The
discussion of the provenance of the sources on page 10 adds nothing to the
answer and the time spent on this could have been used more effectively;
however, it does not detract from the overall quality of the response.
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Question 2 (a) (ii)
This was much less popular than 2(b)(i). Whilst there were some effective answers which
engaged with both sources and own knowledge, many responses struggled to move
beyond the sources and, where they did offer knowledge, it frequently focused on
American examples or characters in television programmes and films rather than on
celebrities. Present day knowledge was often provided.
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Examiner Comments

This response just accesses level 4 in both assessment objectives. It is
well structured with a clear focus on the representations in the sources
and clearly analyses the importance of inspiration and social levelling. The
knowledge is a little thin but there are relevant examples of footballers
such as Wayne Rooney and the royal ‘celebrity’ Kate Middleton and they
are used effectively in the argument. The references to Angelina Jolie and
Jennifer Lawrence however are American examples and add nothing to the
response.
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Paper Summary
Based on performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Part A
1. Candidates should spend sufficient time reading the sources to ensure that they
understand the nuances of the arguments presented.
2. Candidates should treat the sources as a package in order to facilitate cross-referencing.
Weaker candidates often resorted to a brief summary of each source in turn. Such
responses cannot go beyond level 2.
3. Provenance should be integrated within the argument, rather than treated as a standalone paragraph. This aids its use as part of the argument. Candidates should avoid
making sweeping assertions from the provenance that could apply to any source.
4. The best responses cross reference not only the content of the sources but also their
provenance. This enables candidates to weigh the sources and reach supported
judgements.

Part B
1. Candidates need to ensure that their subject knowledge conforms to the specification.
Weaker responses usually relied very heavily on information derived primarily from the
sources.
2. In order to address the question effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis which
is driven by the arguments raised in the sources, not a descriptive or chronological
account.
3. Whilst it may be relevant to use the provenance of the contemporary source(s) to
judge the weight that can be assigned to the argument, there is no such requirement
for the secondary sources and it is not rewarded in this assessment objective. Indeed,
some candidates engaged in generalised comments about the reliability of a particular
historian at the expense of developing argument and analysis supported by specific own
knowledge.
4. Candidates need to ensure that where the question asks them to deal with a specific
time period they do not stray beyond those parameters.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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